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2 SINGULARITIES OF LOG VARIETIES VIA JET SCHEMES
KALLE KARU AND ANDREW STAAL
Abstract. We study logarithmic jet schemes of a log scheme and generalize a
theorem of M. Mustat¸a˘ from the case of ordinary jet schemes to the logarithmic
case. IfX is a normal local complete intersection log variety, then X has canonical
singularities if and only if the log jet schemes of X are irreducible.
1. Introduction
M. Mustat¸a˘ proved in [9] that a normal, local complete intersection variety X has
canonical singularities if and only if the jet schemes Jm(X) are irreducible for all m.
The goal of this article is to generalize this result to the case of log varieties.
We follow K. Kato’s terminology (cf. [5]) and consider fine and saturated log
schemes X = (X,MX ), where X is a scheme and MX a sheaf of monoids giving
the log structure on X. We call X a log variety if X is a variety. The simplest log
structures on X are associated to open embeddings U ⊂ X, with
MX = {f ∈ OX |f is invertible on U}.
Special cases of this include the trivial log structure U = X, toric varieties T ⊂ Y ,
and toroidal embeddings UX ⊂ X.
The log jet scheme Jm(X) of the log scheme X was constructed in full generality
by S. Dutter in [1]. (The special case where the log structure on X is associated to
an open embedding U ⊂ X was also worked out in [11].) The log jet scheme Jm(X)
is again a log scheme. Its S-valued points are the S-valued log jets in X:
Homlog.sch(S,Jm(X)) ≃ Homlog.sch(S× jm,X).
Here S is any log scheme, jm = Speck[t]/(t
m+1) with trivial log structure Mjm =
O∗jm . This isomorphism is functorial in S and gives the functor of points in Jm(X).
We are mostly interested in the underlying scheme Jm(X) of the log jet scheme.
The main theorem we prove is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a normal, local complete intersection log variety. Then X
has canonical singularities if and only if Jm(X) is irreducible for all m > 0.
We need to explain the notion of a normal, complete intersection log variety and
when such a variety has canonical singularities. A log variety X is a local complete
intersection log variety if locally it is a complete intersection in a toric variety Y ,
with the log structure MX being the restriction of the standard log structure MY
on Y . We also require that X intersect the torus orbits of Y in proper dimension.
The log variety X is normal if the underlying variety X is normal.
This work was partially supported by NSERC Discovery grant.
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To define canonical singularities, we need the canonical divisor KX of a log variety
X. This is defined more generally below, but for complete intersections in a toric
variety it can be described as follows. Let T ⊂ Y be a toric variety with its standard
log structure. Then KY := KY +DY , where KY is the canonical divisor of Y and
DY is the reduced divisor YrT . The divisor KY is Cartier (in fact, it is trivial). If
X is a normal, complete intersection in Y, we define DX = DY |X and the canonical
divisor KX = KX +DX . By adjunction, this divisor is again Cartier.
Now consider a morphism of log varieties f : X˜ → X, such that the underlying
morphism of varieties f : X˜ → X is proper birational. The discrepancy divisor of
f is defined as the difference K
X˜
− f∗(KX). The discrepancy divisor is required to
equal DX˜ − f
∗(DX) away from the exceptional locus. We say that the log variety
X has canonical singularities if the discrepancy divisor is effective for every proper
birational log morphism f .
We will show that the log variety X is canonical if and only if the pair (X,DX )
is log canonical near DX and XrDX is canonical. This implies that to determine
if X is canonical, it suffices to consider one resolution f : X˜ → X. Similarly, we
show that the irreducibility of the log jet scheme Jm(X) can be expressed in terms
of irreducibility and dimension of ordinary jet schemes. This reduces the proof of
Theorem 1.1 to the cases considered in [9, 10].
In the theorem we require X to be a normal log variety. In particular, all toric
varieties are assumed to be normal. This is used in the proof to simplify the treat-
ment of Cartier divisors on X. In Kato’s theory of log schemes [5], normality does
not play a large role. For example, log smooth varieties are usually not normal. It
may be possible to extend the theorem to the non-normal case.
The requirement of the theorem thatX is a local complete intersection is essential.
Similarly to the case of ordinary jets, it implies for example that the jet scheme
Jm(X) has no components of small dimension.
Acknowledgements. We thank Mircea Mustat¸a˘ for his help with the statement
and proof of the key lemma in Section 4.
2. Log varieties
We work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. The scheme-
theoretic notation follows [3] and for log schemes we refer to [5]. All sheaves are
taken in the Zariski topology.
2.1. Basics about log varieties. A semi-group is a set with a binary, associative
operation. A monoid is a unitary semi-group; it has a unique identity element.
We only consider commutative monoids, and every homomorphism of monoids is
required to preserve the identity. Let P = (P,+) denote a monoid throughout. Let
X = (X,OX) be a scheme. Under multiplication, OX forms a sheaf of (commutative)
monoids. A pre-log structure (pre-log str) on X is the supplemental data of a sheaf
MX of (commutative) monoids on X and a homomorphism of sheaves of monoids
αX : MX → OX . We usually refer only to “the pre-log str MX ,” suppressing αX ,
and to α where no ambiguity arises. A morphism of pre-log structures is a morphism
of sheaves of monoids MX →M
′
X compatible with the maps to OX .
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A pre-log scheme is a scheme endowed with a pre-log str. Pre-log schemes are
denoted in the form X = (X,MX ). A pre-log scheme X such that X is a variety is
called a pre-log variety.
Let X = (X,MX ) and Y = (Y,MY ) be pre-log schemes. A morphism (or log
morphism) from X to Y is a pair of data given by a morphism f : X → Y and a
morphism of pre-log structures f ♭ :MY → f∗MX . Such a morphism is denoted by
(f, f ♭) or simply f.
A pre-log str MX on X is called a log structure (log str) on X if restricting α
induces an isomorphism α−1O∗X→˜O
∗
X . A log scheme is a scheme endowed with a
log str. If X is both a pre-log variety and a log scheme, we call X a log variety. A
morphism of log schemes is a morphism of the underlying pre-log schemes.
Associated to any pre-log str on X is a natural log str MaX on X formed by the
pushout of the homomorphisms α−1O∗X → O
∗
X and α
−1O∗X →֒ MX :
MaX ←−−−− MXx
x
O∗X ←−−−− α
−1O∗X .
The log str MaX is called the log str associated to MX . This log str is universal for
homomorphisms from MX to log structures on X.
Example 2.1. The trivial log str on X is defined by MX = O
∗
X and the inclusion
morphism α :MX → OX . This log str is initial in the category of all log structures
on X. For any log scheme Y, a morphism of log schemes Y→ X is equivalent to a
morphism of schemes Y → X.
Similarly, the log structure given by MX = OX and the identity morphism α :
MX → OX is final in the category of all log structures on X. In this case, for any
log scheme Y, a morphism of log schemes X → Y is equivalent to a morphism of
schemes X → Y.
Let X be any scheme, Y a pre-log scheme, and f : X → Y a morphism of
schemes. The inverse image sheaf f−1MY together with the composition f
−1MY →
f−1OY → OX defines a pre-log str on X. Further, if Y is a log scheme, the inverse
image log str is defined to be (f−1MY )
a and is denoted f∗MY . The inverse image
log str is well-behaved; Kato notes that if Y is a pre-log scheme, then (f−1MY )
a ≃
f∗MaY (cf. [5]). When f : X → Y is an open or closed embedding, we may denote
f∗MY by MY |X .
On the other hand, if X is a log scheme, Y is any scheme, and f : X → Y is a
morphism of schemes, then the direct image log str is the fibre product of the mor-
phisms OY → f∗OX and f∗MX → f∗OX (with the obvious structure morphism),
denoted by f log∗ MX .
Example 2.2. Let  : U →֒ X, be an open embedding, give U the trivial log str
MU = O
∗
U and let MX = 
log
∗ MU . The local sections of MX are all the regular
functions that are invertible on U.We call thisMX the log str associated to the open
embedding U ⊂ X.
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In practice we only work with certain well-behaved (pre-)log structures. We will
need some notions about monoids in order to introduce them.
Every monoid P contains its group of units P ∗; the quotient monoid P/P ∗ is
denoted P . Concretely, P is the set of cosets {p + P ∗ : p ∈ P} with the natural
operation.
To every monoid P there is associated a group P gp, the groupification of P, defined
by the obvious universal property for homomorphisms from P to arbitrary abelian
groups. Let p, p′ and n, n′ denote elements in P. The group P gp is concretely de-
scribed as the quotient of the product (of monoids) P × P by the equivalence
(p, n) ∼ (p′, n′) ⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ P : p+ n′ +m = p′ + n+m.
If every equality p + n = p + n′ in P implies n = n′, then P is called integral.
Alternatively, P is integral if the natural homomorphism P → P gp taking p 7→ (p, 0)
is injective. A finitely generated and integral monoid is called fine. P is called
saturated if for any p ∈ P gp such that mp = p+ p+ · · ·+ p lies in P for some integer
m > 0, we have that p ∈ P .
These notions carry over to sheaves of monoids. Let the subsheaf of units of a
sheaf of monoids MX on X be denoted M
∗
X . We also denote the sheaf of monoids
MX/M
∗
X by MX , and the groupification of MX by M
gp
X .
A monoid P and a homomorphism of monoids P → OX(X) determines the con-
stant sheaf of monoids PX on X, the pre-log str α : PX → OX , and the associated
log str P aX → OX . A log structureMX is quasi-coherent if at any point of X there is
a monoid P such that locallyMX is isomorphic to P
a
X .More precisely, for any point
x ∈ X, the pair of data comprised of an open neighbourhood of x, say  : U →֒ X,
and a monoid P with a homomorphism P → OX(U) together defines a chart ofMX
at x if ∗MX ≃ P
a
U as log structures on U. A quasi-coherent log scheme carries a
quasi-coherent log str, or equivalently, admits a chart at every point. A log scheme
is coherent (resp. integral, fine, saturated) if every point admits a chart (U,P ) with
finitely generated (resp. integral, fine, saturated) P. We are mostly interested in fine
and saturated log varieties. If the log structureMX is fine and saturated, then every
point x ∈ X has a chart (U,P ) such that the natural map induces an isomorphism
P ≃MX,x (Lemma 1.6 in [6]).
Example 2.3. Let X be a variety, D ⊂ X a divisor and V = XrD. The log str
on X associated to the open embedding V ⊂ X is fine and saturated. To construct
a chart (U,P ) at x ∈ X, let P be the monoid of effective Cartier divisors near
x that are supported on D. This is an integral, finitely generated and saturated
monoid. Choose local equations for elements in a basis of P gp, defined on an open
neighborhood U of x. Monomials in these local equations will give local equations
of elements of P and hence a morphism of monoids P → OX(U).
2.2. The monoid algebra. Given a monoid P , themonoid algebra k[P ] is the set of
finite formal sums {
∑
apχ
p : p ∈ P, ap ∈ k} with formal addition, and multiplication
induced by the monoid operation (namely χp · χp
′
= χp+p
′
). One may consider the
constant sheaf PX on the space X = Spec k[P ]; it yields a natural pre-log str on
X arising from the canonical homomorphism P →֒ k[P ]. Clearly the log scheme
X = (Spec k[P ], P aX ) is quasi-coherent, and is integral, fine, or saturated if and only
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if the monoid P is integral, fine or saturated. We call P aX the standard log str on
the scheme Speck[P ]. When P is a fine and saturated monoid, then X = Speck[P ]
is an affine toric variety (cf. [2]). The standard log str on X is the same as the log
str associated to the open embedding of the big torus T ⊂ X.
Let (X,MX ) be a log scheme. To give a chart (U,P ) at x ∈ X is the same as to
give a morphism of log schemes (U,MX |U ) → (Y = Spec k[P ], P
a
Y ), such that the
pullback of P aY is isomorphic to MX |U . If the log str MX is fine and saturated, we
can choose P to be fine and saturated. Moreover, if X is of finite type, we can make
P bigger if necessary (by adding units from O∗U ) and assume that U → Speck[P ] is a
closed embedding. Thus, a fine and saturated log variety is locally a closed subvariety
of a toric variety, with the log str MX being the restriction of the standard log str
on the toric variety.
Generalizing the previous argument slightly, let Y = SpecR be an affine scheme
with log str associated to the morphism P → R for a monoid P . If X is any log
scheme, then a morphism of log schemes X → Y is determined by a commutative
diagram
MX(X) ←−−−− Py
y
OX(X) ←−−−− R.
If R = k[P ] is the monoid algebra of P and Y has the standard log str, then the
diagram is determined solely by the homomorphism of monoids P →MX(X).
2.3. Stratification of log varieties. Let X = (X,MX ) be a fine and saturated
log variety, MX,x the stalk of the sheaf of monoids MX at a point x ∈ X, and
(MX,x)
gp its associated group. This is a finitely generated free abelian group; let
r(x) be its rank. The function r : X → Z≥0 divides X into a disjoint union:
X = ∪iXi, Xi = r
−1(i).
Each locally closed set Xi can be given the structure of a locally closed subscheme
of X as follows. Near a point x ∈ Xi the ideal of Xi in OX is generated by
α(MXrM
×
X).
Example 2.4. When Y is a toric variety with its standard log str, the stratum
Yi is the union of codimension i torus orbits with reduced scheme structure. A
chart (U,P ) of a fine and saturated log scheme X defines a morphism of schemes
U → Y = Spec k[P ]. The strata in U are the inverse images of the strata in Y .
Assumption 2.5. We will assume that Xi has codimension i in X for every i.
The codimension of Xi cannot be greater than i. If the codimension is less than i,
but X0 is non-empty, then the log jet schemes of X are reducible (see Example 3.3
below). With some extra work it may be possible to define the canonical divisor
KX for such varieties and prove that they do not have canonical singularities. For
simplicity, we will require the assumption.
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2.4. Local complete intersection log varieties. Recall that a fine and saturated
log variety X = (X,MX ) is locally a closed subset of a toric variety Y = Spec k[P ],
such that the log str MX is the restriction of the standard log str on Y . We say
that X is a local complete intersection log variety if the closed embedding can be
chosen to be a complete intersection. More precisely:
Definition 2.6. A log variety X is a local complete intersection log variety if it
satisfies Assumption 2.5 and every point x ∈ X has a chart (U,P ) with P a fine and
saturated monoid such that U → Y = Spec k[P ] is a closed embedding whose image
is a complete intersection in Y .
Note that a local complete intersection log variety is by definition fine and satu-
rated. Assumption 2.5 means that the closed set U ⊂ Y intersects all torus orbits
in proper dimension.
Example 2.7. Let X be a non-singular variety, D ⊂ X a reduced divisor. Let
the log str MX be associated to the open embedding XrD ⊂ X. Then X is
a local complete intersection log variety. Near x ∈ X, let f1, . . . , fm define the
components of D. Then locally X is isomorphic to the graph of f1 × · · · × fm
in Y = X × Spec k[z1, . . . , zm]. Give Y the log str associated to the embedding
{z1 · · · zm 6= 0} ⊂ Y . Then X is a complete intersection in Y and the log str on X is
the restriction of the log str on Y . The variety Y is not in general toric. However,
since Y is non-singular, locally Y admits an e´tale morphism to a toric variety Z, with
log str on Y pulled back from Z. This means that locally Y can be embedded as a
hypersurface in the toric variety Z×k∗ so that the morphism to Z is the projection.
2.5. Log varieties with canonical singularities. We say that a log variety X is
normal if the underlying variety X is normal. Consider normal, fine and saturated
log varieties satisfying Assumption 2.5.
The canonical divisor of a log variety X is
KX = KX +DX ,
where KX is the canonical divisor of the variety X and DX is an effective Weil
divisor defined as follows. Let x ∈ X be the generic point of an irreducible divisor
D. If the ideal generated by α(MXrM
×
X) vanishes to order a at x, then D appears
with coefficient a in DX .
Since X satisfies Assumption 2.5, the support of the divisor DX is the closure of
the stratum X1. The coefficient of D in DX is equal to the length of the scheme X1
at the generic point of D.
If the log str MX is associated to an open embedding U ⊂ X, then DX = XrU
is a reduced divisor. In particular, if Y is a toric variety with its standard log str,
then DY = YrT and hence KY = 0. From the adjunction formula we get that KX
is a Cartier divisor for any local complete intersection log variety X.
A morphism of log varieties f : Y → X is called proper birational if the underlying
morphism of varieties f : Y → X is proper birational. Assume that KX is Cartier,
f proper birational, and let
(2.1) KY = f
∗KX +
∑
aiEi,
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where Ei are irreducible divisors on Y ; to make the coefficients ai unique, we require
that if Ei is not exceptional, then ai is the coefficient of Ei in DY −f
∗(DX). The log
variety X has canonical singularities (or simply, is canonical) if the total discrepancy
divisor
∑
aiEi is effective for every proper birational f : Y → X.
Let us recall singularities of pairs (cf. [8]). A pair (X,D) consists of a normal
variety X and a divisor D in X, such that KX+D is Cartier. For a proper birational
morphism Y → X, let
(2.2) KY = f
∗(KX +D) +
∑
biEi,
where Ei are irreducible divisors on Y . One assumes that if Ei is not exceptional,
then bi is the coefficient of Ei in −f
∗(D). The divisor
∑
biEi is called the total
discrepancy divisor of f . The pair (X,D) is log canonical (resp. canonical) if the
total discrepancy divisor has coefficients bi ≥ −1 (resp. bi ≥ 0). When D = 0, then
the variety X is canonical if bi ≥ 0 for all i.
Proposition 2.8. A log variety X is canonical if and only if the pair (X,DX) is
log canonical and XrDX is canonical.
Proof. Let Y = (Y,MY ) be a log variety. Define Y
′ = (Y,M′Y ), where M
′
Y is
the log str associated to the open embedding YrDY ⊂ Y . Then the image of
α :MY → OY lies in the submonoidMY ′ ⊂ OY , hence the identity morphism of Y
extends uniquely to a log morphism Y′ → Y. If f : Y → X is a proper birational
morphism, we can compose this with Y′ → Y. After such a composition, the
discrepancy divisor will not increase. Thus, to check if X is canonical, it suffices to
consider proper birational morphisms from Y, where the log str MY is associated
to an open embedding U ⊂ Y . By the same argument, it suffices to take U =
Yrf−1(DX). In this case DY = f
−1(DX) with reduced structure. Now comparing
the discrepancy divisors for X and (X,DX ) as in the formulas (2.1) and (2.2) above,
we see that ai = bi + 1 if Ei maps to DX , and ai = bi otherwise. This implies the
statement of the proposition. 
As in the case of ordinary varieties, having canonical singularities can be checked
on one resolution. We say that f : (Y,DY )→ (X,DX ) is a log resolution of the pair
(X,DX ) if Y is non-singular, f
−1(DX) is a divisor, DY = f
−1(DX)
red is the divisor
with reduced structure, and DY together with the exceptional locus of f is a divisor
of simple normal crossings.
Corollary 2.9. Let X be a log variety such that KX is Cartier, and f : (Y,DY )→
(X,DX ) a log resolution. Then X has canonical singularities if and only if the
divisor
KY +DY − f
∗(KX +DX)
is effective. 
3. Log jet schemes
Let jm be the scheme jm = Spec k[t]/(t
m+1) with its trivial log str. For any log
scheme S the product S× jm exists in the category of schemes with log structures,
as described in [5]. Concretely, since jm is a one point space, S and S × jm are
homeomorphic. Since jm has the trivial log str, the log str on S × jm is the log str
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associated to the pre-log str αS : MS → OS×jm. This is defined by the pushout
diagram:
MS×jm ←−−−− MSx
x
O∗S×jm ←−−−− α
−1
S O
∗
S×jm
.
Note that α−1S O
∗
S×jm
= O∗S , and
O∗S×jm = O
∗
S × G,
where G is the sheaf of multiplicative groups
G = {1 + a1t+ · · · amt
m : ai ∈ OS}.
It follows thatMS×jm is the product of sheavesMS×G, with α :MS×G → OS×jm
mapping
α : (m, 1 + a1t+ · · · amt
m) 7→ αS(m) · (1 + a1t+ · · · amt
m).
Let X be a fine and saturated log scheme. The mth log jet scheme of X, which
we denote by Jm(X) = (Jm(X),MJm(X)), represents the functor
S 7→ Homlog.sch(S× jm,X)
from the category of log schemes to that of sets. The existence of log jet schemes is
proved in [1].
It is well-known that if X ⊂ An is a closed subscheme defined by l equations,
then the jet scheme Jm(X) ⊂ Jm(A
n) ≃ A(m+1)n is a closed subscheme defined by
(m+1)l equations. In the next subsections we first recall the local equations for the
ordinary jet scheme and then generalize this to the case of log jet schemes.
3.1. Equations defining the ordinary jet scheme. Let Y = An = Spec k[x1, . . . , xn].
Then
Jm(Y ) = Spec k[x
(j)
i ]i=1,...,n;j=0,...,m.
Let S be a scheme, and R = OS(S). A morphism S → Jm(Y ) given by x
(j)
i 7→ r
(j)
i ∈
R corresponds to the S-valued jet S × jm → Y given by
(3.3) xi 7→
∑
j
r
(j)
i
tj
j!
.
The coordinate ring of Jm(Y ) has a k-linear differential operator d : k[x
(j)
i ] →
k[x
(j)
i ] that maps x
(j)
i 7→ x
(j+1)
i , x
(m)
i 7→ 0, and satisfies the Leibniz rule. If
f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn], then
(3.4) f(
∑
j
x
(j)
1
tj
j!
, . . . ,
∑
j
x(j)n
tj
j!
) =
∑
j
djf
tj
j!
.
It follows from this that if X ⊂ Y is the closed subscheme X = V (f1, . . . , fl), then
Jm(X) ⊂ Jm(Y ) is also a closed subscheme defined by
Jm(X) = V (d
jfi)i=1,...,l;j=0,...,m.
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For later use we mention that the operator d extends to the ring k[x±11 , . . . , x
±1
n ][x
(j)
i ]
and formula (3.4) also holds for Laurent polynomials f ∈ k[x±11 , . . . , x
±1
n ].
3.2. Equations defining the log jet scheme. Now let P ⊂ P gp ≃ Zn be a fine,
saturated monoid, and Y = Spec k[P ] a toric variety with its standard log str. Let
e1, . . . , en ∈ P be a basis for P
gp, and let x1, . . . , xn ⊂ k[P ] be the corresponding
monomials. Note that elements of k[P ] are then Laurent polynomials in x1, . . . , xn.
We claim that the log jet scheme of Y is
Jm(Y) = Speck[P ][
x
(j)
i
xi
]i=1,...,n;j=1,...,m,
with log str induced by P →֒ k[P ]. A morphism of log schemes S → Jm(Y) is a
commutative diagram
MS(S) ←−−−− Py
y
OS(S) ←−−−− k[P ][
x
(j)
i
xi
].
It is determined by a monoid homomorphism P → MS(S) and elements
x
(j)
i
xi
7→
r
(j)
i
ri
∈ R = OS(S). (Note that we view
x
(j)
i
xi
as variables and
r
(j)
i
ri
as some elements
in R, not necessarily quotients of two elements.)
An S-valued jet in Y is a morphism S × jm → Y, which corresponds to a com-
mutative diagram
MS×jm(S × jm) ←−−−− Py
y
R[t]/(tm+1) ←−−−− k[P ].
This is determined by a homomorphism of monoids P → MS×jm(S × jm). The
monoid MS×jm(S × jm) is the product of the monoid MS(S) with the group
G = {1 + a1t+ · · · amt
m|ai ∈ R} ⊂ (R[t]/(t
m+1))∗.
Hence the diagram above is determined by a homomorphism of monoids P →MS(S)
and a homomorphism of groups P gp → G. Let the group homomorphism be given
by
ei 7→ 1 +
∑
j
r
(j)
i
ri
tj
j!
.
This gives a bijection between S-valued points of the log jet scheme and S-valued
jets in Y. One can easily check that this is an isomorphism of functors.
Suppose we have a morphism S→ Jm(Y), given by φ : P →MS(S) and
x
(j)
i
xi
7→
r
(j)
i
ri
∈ R. Set ri = α(φ(ei)) ∈ R, and r
(j)
i = ri ·
r
(j)
i
ri
. Then the ordinary S-valued jet
into Y underlying the S-valued jet into Y is given by a k-algebra homomorphism
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k[P ]→ R[t]/(tm+1). It maps xi ∈ P to
xi 7→ ri(1 +
∑
j>0
r
(j)
i
ri
tj
j!
) = ri +
∑
j>0
r
(j)
i
tj
j!
.
This formula can be compared with (3.3) and it is the reason for denoting the
coordinates on the log jet scheme by
x
(j)
i
xi
.
Later, in the proof of the main theorem, we will need to consider birational
morphisms of toric varieties and the induced morphisms of log jet schemes. Let
P ⊂ Q be two fine and saturated monoids, such that P gp = Qgp. The inclusion of
monoids gives a morphism of toric varieties f : Y ′ = Speck[Q] → Y = Spec k[P ].
This map is birational. With notation as above, we choose a basis e1, . . . , en ∈ P for
P gp and denote by x1, . . . , xn the corresponding monomials in both k[P ] and k[Q].
Then
Jm(Y
′) = Speck[Q][
x
(j)
i
xi
], Jm(Y) = Speck[P ][
x
(j)
i
xi
],
and one easily checks that the induced morphism of log jet schemes Jm(Y
′)→ Jm(Y)
takes
x
(j)
i
xi
to
x
(j)
i
xi
. This result can be restated by saying that the diagram
Jm(Y
′) −−−−→ Jm(Y)y
y
Y ′ −−−−→ Y
is a fibre square. In fact, the diagram is also a fibre square in the category of log
schemes when we give each scheme its log structure.
To study the log jet schemes of closed subschemes of Y , we need to define the
k-linear derivation d : k[P ][
x
(j)
i
xi
] → k[P ][
x
(j)
i
xi
]. Note that we have an inclusion of
rings
k[P ][
x
(j)
i
xi
] ⊂ k[x±11 , . . . , x
±1
n ][x
(j)
i ].
The derivation d on k[x1, . . . , xn][x
(j)
i ] defined in the case of ordinary jet schemes
extends to a derivation on the ring k[x±11 , . . . , x
±1
n ][x
(j)
i ]. The subring k[P ][
x
(j)
i
xi
] is
invariant by this extension, so we define the desired derivation d as the restriction
of the extended d. Invariance of the subring under d follows from:
d(
∏
i
xaii ) = (
∏
i
xaii )(
∑
i
ai
x
(1)
i
xi
),
d(
x
(j)
i
xi
) =
x
(j+1)
i xi − x
(1)
i x
(j)
i
x2i
=
x
(j+1)
i
xi
−
x
(1)
i
xi
x
(j)
i
xi
.
Now let X ⊂ Y be a closed subscheme defined by X = V (f1, . . . , fl). Let the log
str on X be the restriction of the log str on Y .
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Lemma 3.1. The log jet scheme Jm(X) is a closed subscheme of Jm(Y), defined
by
Jm(X) = V (d
jfi)i=1,...,l;j=0,...,m.
The log str on Jm(X) is pulled back from Jm(Y).
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof in the ordinary jet case. An S-valued log
jet in X is a commutative diagram
MS(S)×G ←−−−− Py
y
R[t]/(tm+1) ←−−−− k[P ]/(f1, . . . , fl),
whereR = OS(S) andG is as above. This is determined by a monoid homomorphism
P →MS(S)×G such that the resulting ring homomorphism φ : k[P ]→ R[t]/(t
m+1)
takes f1, . . . , fl to zero. Recall that φ maps
xi 7→ ri +
∑
j>0
r
(j)
i
tj
j!
.
Since any f ∈ k[P ] is a Laurent polynomial in variables x1, . . . , xn, it follows that φ
takes f to
f(x±11 , . . . , x
±1
n ) 7→
∑
j
djf
tj
j!
|
xi=ri,
x
(j)
i
xi
=
r
(j)
i
ri
.
To make sense of a monomial χp ∈ k[P ] ⊂ k[x±11 , . . . , x
±1
n ] evaluated at xi = ri, we
have to define it as the image of p under P →MS(S) → R. Therefore, f maps to
zero if and only if all djf when evaluated at ri,
r
(j)
i
ri
are zero.
The statement of the lemma now follows. 
The lemma implies that if X is a local complete intersection log variety, then
every component of Jm(X) has dimension at least (m+ 1) dimX.
3.3. Log jets in terms of ordinary jets. Let X be a fine and saturated log
variety. Recall that we have a stratification of X by locally closed subschemes
X = ∪jXj. Let Jm(X) = ∪jJm(X)j , where Jm(X)j is the inverse image of Xj
under the projection Jm(X) → X. (Note that Jm(X)j could also stand for the
j-th stratum in the stratification of Jm(X) as a log scheme. However, these two
constructions agree because the log str on Jm(X) is the pullback of the log str on
X.)
Lemma 3.2. Jm(X)j is a locally trivial A
mj-bundle over Jm(Xj).
Proof. Fix a point x ∈ Xj and a chart (U,P ) at x, such that U = SpecA and
P ≃MX,x. We replace X by U .
To study morphisms of schemes S → Jm(X), we give S the log strMS = OS and
consider morphisms of log schemes S→ Jm(X), or equivalently, S-valued log jets in
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X. These correspond to commutative diagrams
R×G ←−−−− P
y
y
R[t]/(tm+1) ←−−−− A,
where R = OS(S) and G = {1 + a1t + · · · amt
m|ai ∈ R} is as above. The stratum
Xj near x is defined by the vanishing of all non-units in P . For the jet to lie in
Jm(X)j , we need that every p ∈ Pr{0} maps to an element of the form
∑
i>0 rit
i.
This means that the monoid homomorphism P → R → R[t]/(tm+1) maps Pr{0}
to zero. Then also P → R×G→ R[t]/(tm+1) maps Pr{0} to zero. In other words,
the ideal in A defining Xj maps to zero, hence the underlying S-valued jet in X is
a jet in Xj. This gives a morphism Jm(X)j → Jm(Xj).
Given an S-valued jet in Xj , the extra data needed to get an S-valued jet in X is
a monoid homomorphism P → G, equivalently a group homomorphism P gp ≃ Zj →
G. This implies that Jm(X)j ≃ Jm(Xj)× A
mj . 
Example 3.3. Suppose X does not satisfy Assumption 2.5 and some Xj has codi-
mension less than j. Then for m large we have an inequality
dimJm(X)j = dim Jm(Xj) +mj ≥ (m+ 1) dimXj +mj > (m+ 1) dimX.
Thus, if X0 is non-empty, then the dimension of Jm(X)j is greater than the dimen-
sion of Jm(X) over some non-empty open locus in X, hence the log jet scheme is
reducible.
4. A Lemma about log canonical pairs
We consider here pairs of the form (X,α1Z1+α2Z2+· · ·+αrZr), where Z1, . . . , Zr
are closed subschemes in a normal Q-Gorenstein variety X and α1, . . . , αr are non-
negative real numbers. Let f : Y → X be a log resolution of the pair, meaning that
f is a proper birational morphism, Y is non-singular, the scheme theoretic inverse
images f−1(Zi) are Cartier divisors, and the union of these inverse images together
with the exceptional locus of f forms a divisor of simple normal crossings. Then the
pair is called log canonical if the total discrepancy divisor of f :
Tot.discr = KY/X −
∑
i
αif
−1(Zi)
has coefficients ≥ −1. The log canonical threshold lct(X,α1Z1+α2Z2+ · · ·+αrZr)
is the maximal α > 0, such that (X,α(α1Z1 + α2Z2 + · · ·+ αrZr)) is log canonical.
In particular, the pair is log canonical if and only if its log canonical threshold is
≥ 1.
The multiplier ideal sheaf of the pair (X,α1Z1 + α2Z2 + · · · + αrZr) is, with
notation as above,
J (X,α1Z1 + α2Z2 + · · · + αrZr) = f∗OY (pTot.discrq).
Note that the multiplier ideal sheaf is equal to OX if and only if the coefficients
of the total discrepancy divisor are > −1. The pair is log canonical if and only if
J (X, (1 − ǫ)(α1Z1 + α2Z2 + · · · + αrZr)) = OX for any ǫ > 0.
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For a point x ∈ X, the log canonical threshold of the pair (X,α1Z1 + · · ·+αrZr)
at x is
lctx(X,α1Z1 + · · ·+ αrZr) = lct(U,α1Z1|U + · · ·+ αrZr|U ),
where U is a sufficiently small open neighborhood of x. We say that the pair is log
canonical at x if the log canonical threshold at x is ≥ 1. This is equivalent to the
equality of stalks
J (X, (1 − ǫ)(α1Z1 + · · ·+ αrZr))x = OX,x
for any ǫ > 0.
More generally, for a closed subset C ⊂ X, we say that the pair (X,α1Z1 + · · ·+
αrZr) is log canonical near C if it is log canonical in some open neighborhood of C.
Equivalently, the pair is log canonical at every point x ∈ C.
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a non-singular variety and Z1, . . . , Zr irreducible closed sub-
schemes of codimension c1, . . . , cr, respectively. Then the pair
(X, (c1 + · · ·+ cr)(Z1 ∩ · · · ∩ Zr))
is log canonical if and only if the pair
(X, c1Z1 + · · ·+ crZr))
is log canonical near Z1 ∩ · · · ∩ Zr.
Proof. This proof is due to M. Mustat¸a˘.
Let c = c1 + · · ·+ cr.
⇐ . Assume that (X, c1Z1 + · · ·+ crZr) is log canonical. Let ai be the ideal sheaf
of Zi, 1 ≤ 1 ≤ r. Since a
c1
1 · · · a
cr
r ⊂ (a1 + · · · + ar)
c, monotonicity of log canonical
threshold implies
lct(X, c(Z1 ∩ · · · ∩ Zr)) ≥ lct(X, c1Z1 + · · · + crZr) ≥ 1,
and hence (X, c(Z1 ∩ · · · ∩ Zr)) is also log canonical.
⇒ . Let (X, c(Z1 ∩ · · · ∩ Zr)) be log canonical, but assume by contradiction that
(X, c1Z1+ · · ·+ crZr) is not log canonical at some point x ∈ Z1 ∩ · · · ∩Zr. Consider
φ(λ1, . . . , λr) = lctx(X,λ1Z1 + · · ·+ λrZr)
as a function of λ1, . . . , λr in the domain λi ≥ 0,
∑
i λi = c. If some λi > ci, then
φ(λ1, . . . , λr) < 1 because the pair (X,λiZi) is not log canonical in any neighborhood
of x. By assumption, φ(c1, . . . , cr) < 1, hence φ(λ1, . . . , λr) < 1 for all (λ1, . . . , λr)
in the compact domain. Since the log canonical threshold φ depends continuously
on λi, we can find ǫ > 0, such that
φ(λ1, . . . , λr) < 1− ǫ
for all λi ≥ 0,
∑
i λi = c.
A theorem of Jow and Miller [4] states that the multiplier ideal sheaves satisfy
J (X,α(Z1 ∩ · · · ∩ Zr)) =
∑
λ1+···+λr=α
J (X,λ1Z1 + · · ·+ λrZr).
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Since (X, c(Z1 ∩ · · · ∩Zr)) is log canonical, the left hand side is equal to OX for any
α < c. Let us fix α = c − η for some η > 0. Then on the right hand side for some
λi ≥ 0, λ1 + · · ·+ λr = c− η,
J (X,λ1Z1 + · · ·+ λrZr)x = OX,x,
hence
lctx(X,λ1Z1 + · · ·+ λrZr) ≥ 1.
Scaling this by cc−η , we get
lctx(X,
c
c− η
(λ1Z1 + · · ·+ λrZr)) ≥
c− η
c
.
However,
∑
i
λic
c−η = c, and hence
lctx(X,
c
c− η
(λ1Z1 + · · ·+ λrZr)) < 1− ǫ.
Combining the two inequalities, we get
c− η
c
< 1− ǫ
for any η > 0. Taking η < cǫ gives a contradiction. 
We stated the lemma in the form that will be used below. It can be proved more
generally. The variety X needs to be normal, Q-Gorenstein, Zi closed subschemes
and the numbers ci must satisfy
ci ≥ lct(X,Zi)
near Z1 ∩ · · · ∩ Zr. Then the same conclusions hold.
5. Proof of the main theorem
We now prove Theorem 1.1. The problem is local, so we assume that Y =
Speck[P ] is a toric variety and X ⊂ Y is a complete intersection of codimension
c, and that X is normal and intersects the torus orbits in Y in proper dimension.
The log str on Y is the standard one and it induces the log str on X. In particular,
DX = DY |X .
We need to prove that Jm(X) is irreducible for all m if and only if (X,DX ) is
log canonical near DX and XrDX is canonical. Note that XrDX is a complete
intersection in the torus T = YrDY and the log jet scheme Jm(X) over XrDX is
the ordinary jet scheme Jm(XrDX). By Mustat¸a˘’s theorem for local complete in-
tersection varieties [9], XrDX has canonical singularities if and only if Jm(XrDX)
is irreducible for all m. We will assume these equivalent condiditons in the following.
Thus, we need to show that Jm(X) has no components lying over DX if and only if
(X,DX ) is log canonical.
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5.1. The case of non-singular Y . Assume that Y is a non-singular toric variety.
For later use we will relax the condition of X being normal. We consider complete
intersections X that are non-singular in codimension 1, but could be non-normal
at some points in DX . The notion of (X,DX ) being log canonical is the same as
before.
Lemma 5.1. The pair (X,DX ) is log canonical if and only if the pair (Y, cX+DY )
is log canonical.
Proof. The proof is the same as the corresponding reduction in [9]. Let f : Y˜ → Y be
the blowup of Y along X, with F the exceptional divisor. Then F is a locally trivial
Pc−1-bundle over X. Hence (X,DX ) is log canonical if and only if (F, f
∗(DX)) is
log canonical. Notice that F is also non-singular in codimension 1.
The log canonicity of (Y, cX + DY ) can be checked on a resolution that factors
through Y˜ . The blowup Y˜ is a local complete intersection, hence Gorenstein. Since
F ⊂ Y˜ is non-singular in codimension 1, so is Y˜ . Then from KY˜ /Y = (c − 1)F it
follows that (Y, cX +DY ) is log canonical if and only if the pair (Y˜ , F + f
∗DY ) is
log canonical.
Applying inverse of adjunction [7], the pair (F, f∗DX) = (F, f
∗DY |F ) is log canon-
ical if and only if the pair (Y˜ , F + f∗DY ) is log canonical. 
Recall that we have a stratification X = ∪l≥0Xl of X into locally closed sub-
schemes, and the corresponding stratification of the log jet schemes Jm(X) = ∪lJm(X)l,
where each Jm(X)l is a locally trivial A
ml-bundle over Jm(Xl). By Assumption 2.5,
Xl has codimension l in X, hence (c+ l) is the codimension of Xl in Y .
To simplify notation, we will write (Y,Xl) for the pair (Yr ∪i>l Xi,Xl).
Lemma 5.2. The log jet scheme Jm(X) is irreducible for any m > 0 if and only if
the pair (Y, (c+ l)Xl) is log canonical for any l > 0.
Proof. Recall that since X is a complete intersection, all components of Jm(X) have
dimension at least (m + 1)d, where d = dimX. The log jet scheme Jm(X) has no
components over DX if and only if for any l > 0,
(5.5) dim Jm(X)l = dim Jm(Xl) +ml < d(m+ 1).
By the main theorem in [10], the pair (Y, (c+ l)Xl) is log canonical if and only if
for any m
(5.6) dim Jm(Xl) ≤ (m+ 1)(d − l).
Moreover,
lct(Y,Xl) = d+ c−
dim Jm(Xl)
m+ 1
for any m+ 1 large and divisible enough.
If (Y, (c+ l)Xl) is log canonical for all l, then inequality (5.6) holds for all l. This
implies that inequality (5.5) also holds for all l, hence Jm(X) is irreducible.
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Conversely, if Jm(X) is irreducible for all m, then the inequality (5.5) holds for
all m, l. Computing the log canonical threshold, we get
lct(Y,Xl) > d+ c−
(m+ 1)d−ml
m+ 1
= c+ l −
l
m+ 1
,
for any m + 1 large and divisible enough and for any l > 0. This implies that
lct(Y,Xl) ≥ c+ l and hence (Y, (c + l)Xl) is log canonical for any l > 0. 
Lemma 5.3. The pair (Y, (c+ l)Xl) is log canonical if and only if (Y, cX +DY ) is
log canonical near Xl.
Proof. Let x ∈ Xl and let D1, . . . ,Dl be the irreducible toric divisors in Y containing
x. ThenXl = X∩D1∩· · ·∩Dl andDY = D1+· · ·+Dl near x. Now apply Lemma 4.1
to the pair (Y, cX +D1 + · · ·+Dl). 
The last two lemmas show that Jm(X) is irreducible if and only if (Y, cX +DY )
is log canonical near Xl for any l. This means that Jm(X) is irreducible if and only
if (Y, cX + DY ) is log canonical. Lemma 5.1 then finishes the proof of the main
theorem in the case when Y is non-singular.
5.2. The case of arbitrary toric Y . Let f : Y˜ → Y be a toric resolution of
singularities of Y . Then KY˜ +DY˜ = f
∗(KY +DY ) because both of these divisors
are trivial.
Let X˜ = f−1(X). Since X is a complete intersection and it intersects the torus
orbits of Y properly, it follows that X˜ is an irreducible, complete intersection in Y˜ ,
and the morphism f : X˜ → X is birational. Let X˜ have the log str induced by the
log str on Y˜ .
Lemma 5.4. Jm(X) is irreducible if and only if Jm(X˜) is irreducible.
Proof. Let y ∈ Y˜ . Since the log morphism f : Y˜→ Y is birational and log smooth,
the morphism of jets
Jm(Y˜)y → Jm(Y)f(y)
is an isomorphism. Here Jm(Y˜)y is the fibre of πm : Jm(Y˜)→ Y over y.
A log jet into X is the same as a log jet into Y, with image lying in X. This
implies that if y ∈ X˜ then
Jm(X˜)y → Jm(X)f(y)
is also an isomorphism.
If Jm(X˜) is irreducible, so is Jm(X) because it is the image of Jm(X˜).
Conversely, suppose Jm(X˜) is reducible. Then for some l,
dim Jm(X˜l) ≥ (m+ 1)d −ml.
Let S ⊂ Y˜ be a torus orbit of codimension l, such that
dimJm(X˜ ∩ S) ≥ (m+ 1)d−ml.
Let T ⊂ Y be the image of S. Then T is a torus orbit of codimension j ≥ l. The
morphism f : S → T has (j − l) dimensional fibres. It follows that
dim Jm(X ∩ T ) ≥ (m+ 1)d −ml − (j − l) = (m+ 1)d −mj + [(m− 1)(j − l)].
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Since (m− 1)(j − l) ≥ 0,
dimJm(Xj) ≥ (m+ 1)d −mj,
hence Jm(X) is reducible. 
Lemma 5.5. The pair (X,DX ) is log canonical if and only if the pair (X˜,DX˜ ) is
log canonical.
Proof. The morphism f : X˜ → X is proper birational, hence it is enough to show
that f∗(KX +DX) = KX˜ +DX˜ .
Since X is a complete intersection in Y , it follows that
KX +DX = (KY +DY )|X .
Similarly,
KX˜ +DX˜ = KY˜ +DY˜ |X˜
= f∗(KY +DY )|X˜
= f∗(KX +DX).

The two lemmas reduce the case of general Y to the case of smooth Y . Note
that X˜ may not be normal, but since f is an isomorphism in codimension 1, X˜ is
non-singular in codimension 1 and the non-normal points all lie in DX˜ .
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